Manhattan Cardiology
is proud to offer Mobile
Sonogram Services
which can provide the
following benefits:

“ Dr. Segal and his mobile unit are very
convenient for my patients. Instead of
traveling to different locations, the
testing is done right in our office.
We have the results within a few days
and can always call if there are any
questions. Highly recommended!”
– Mahyar Eidgah, MD

•Increased patient and
physician satisfaction

“ This services adds a crucial insight into
my patients’ health.”
– Madison Medical Practice

•Patient retention from
decreased referrals

“ My patients greatly appreciate being
able to have tests done right in my
office. It gives my practice added value.”
– Peggy Elango, MD

•Association with
award-winning
cardiologists
•Building a closer
connection with
patients
•Flexible scheduling
•Reliable service
and accurate result
reading

Mobile Cardiac
and Vascular
Sonography
Services

“ The best part is that Dr. Segal and Dr.
Welch are always available to consult
on the results.”
– Yaffe Ruden & Associates
“ Being able to perform sonograms in my
office cuts down on the wait time for
results, and issues can be addressed
much more rapidly.”
– Michael Shirazi, MD

Please call Nikko Herrera at
646-637-4567 to learn more
about our services.
211 East 51st Street at 3rd Avenue
New York, NY 10022
Monday to Friday, 8:30am to 5:00pm
Tel 212.906.7798 • Fax 212.355.1052

Special Offers to UPN Members!

211 East 51st Street at 3rd Avenue
New York, NY 10022
Tel 212.906.7798 • Fax 212.355.1052

The Ability To Do
Diagnostic Testing
Right in Your Office!
How It Works:
• Book one of our highly-trained and
experienced sonographers to come to
your office with a mobile sonogram
device.
• Schedule your patients to be screened in
your office on the corresponding dates.
• Results are sent electronically to our
Board-Certified cardiologists for a
thorough, reliable analysis within 24-48
hours.

Benefits:
• No paper chasing, less hassle.
• Turn-around time for reports of 24-48
hours.
• Web access to images and final reports.
• Added value to your practice.

We are an accredited Echo
and Vascular lab for services
including ultrasound of the
heart, carotids and more.
We come right to your office!

About Dr. Robert Segal
Robert Segal, MD, FACC, RPVI
is the founder of Manhattan
Cardiology. Dr. Segal is a
Board Certified Cardiologist
and a Fellow of the American
College of Cardiology
(FACC). His credentials include board
certifications in Nuclear Cardiology by the
American Society of Nuclear Cardiology
(ASNC), Echocardiography and Stress
Echocardiography by the National Board
of Echocardiography (NBE) and he is
globally recognized in Vascular Disease,
as a Registered Physician for Vascular
Interpretation (RPVI) by the American
Registry for Diagnostic Medical Sonography
(ARDMS). He was awarded the Castle
Connolly Regional Top Doctors Award in
2014.

About Dr. George Welch
George Welch, MD, FACC,
RPVI. He is an experienced
and detail-oriented cardiologist
specializing in non-invasive
cardiology. He is certified in
cardiology, echocardiography, nuclear
cardiology and vascular interpretation.
Dr. Welch taught at Columbia University
Medical Center as a Clinical Instructor in
Medicine. Additionally, he has contributed
20 articles including a publication in the
New England Journal of Medicine. As an
expert on novel risk factors causing heart
attacks, he has delivered several national
lectures on the topic. Dr. Welch has been
honored with the Award of Excellence in
Medicine by the University of Vermont and
the Alpha Omega Alpha Award.

